Present: Kathy Wallace, Dan Kimble, David Coursey, Carl Spring and Brian Flynn

The meeting was opened at 7:10 pm by Kathy Wallace, Chair.

The Board reviewed the remaining definitions:

1. Commercial: added the word service to read: Refers to the exchange of goods, fabrications, service or property of any kind.
2. Engineer or Surveyor: Changed the word competent to New Hampshire to read: The duly designated and legally recognized engineer or New Hampshire licensed land surveyor of either the subdivider or the town.
3. Final Plat – dropped the final and left the definition as written.
4. Qualified Soil Scientist: Dropped the Rumney conservation commission and now reads: A person qualified in soil classification whom is approved by the State of NH DES.
5. Slope and soil type – need to confirm if the soils and slopes are still as classified by the National Cooperative Soil Survey - contact Nory or Janice.

The meeting adjourned at 8:30 pm

Respectfully submitted,

Diana Kindell
Clerk